
USING STATISTICS TO PROBE THE EARLY UNIVERSE

Following the Big Bang, countless neutral hydrogen atoms could be found floating through

space. Over time, these atoms would feel each-other’s gravity and start sticking together,

eventually forming stars and galaxies.

Light emitted by galaxies is powerful enough to ionize hydrogen lying in its path – that is, to

strip its electron away from the nucleus. If we were able to observe a map of the distribution

of ionized matter in the early Universe, we could solve many mysteries surrounding galaxy

evolution – how exactly do they form in the first place? How long ago did they form? What

are the specific formation criteria?

Neutral hydrogen atoms can occasionally emit light at a specific wavelength (we call this the

21cm signal). It is therefore in theory possible to map the distribution of neutral hydrogen by

observing the 21cm signal, forming brightness temperature maps (as shown on the right).

Unfortunately for us, modern telescopes aren’t powerful enough to make such observations

yet, but, luckily, computer simulations exist and can help us in our quest for answers.

Background

Project description

I design a novel algorithm allowing me to extract the value of key parameters for

galaxy evolution from computer-simulated maps of the early Universe. These

parameters include the fraction of light emitted in a galaxy that is able to escape

(named “escape fraction”), the minimum mass required for a galaxy to start

emitting ionizing light (“turnover mass”), and many others.

Accurately estimating these parameters is essential to answering long-unsolved

questions concerning galaxy evolution.

Methods

The algorithm used is called a Markov Chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. It is a sampling algorithm that

explores all possible parameter values and tells us

which values are most likely.

The MCMC first takes as input a computer-simulated

map of the early Universe (as shown on the left) and

computes two key statistics, the variance and the local

variance. Then, it simulates thousands of new maps

(each with slightly different parameters), computes the

statistics, and compares those to the ones from the

map I provided.

The parameters for which the statistics correspond to

the closest match are the most likely.

Simulated using Python’s 21cmFAST package. This so-called brightness 

temperature map shows us neutral (colorful) and ionized (dark) regions during 

the early phases of galaxy formation.

Results

Conclusions

On the left, I show a histogram presenting the results

for one parameter which I’ll call “alpha”. Alpha has

physical significance tied to the aforementioned

escape fraction, but its precise physical nature is

unimportant for this project.

The histogram traces all the parameter values explored

by the MCMC, with the most likely values forming the

peak. The algorithm is able to accurately determine

the most likely value, represented by the mean of the

histogram.

Of course, it isn’t perfect (i.e. the histogram mean will

never exactly correspond to the true value), but it is

within error (between the lower and upper limit).

Next steps include combining my methodology with

previous research in order to obtain the best possible

results. The hope is for this algorithm to prove useful

enough to use on real data when it becomes available.
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